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THE FAMILY STONE". Dynamite !H

GOSSIP TRIPPING... .LIZA MINELLI &

FABIAN arrived at MARK TAN's fabulous
party (more on that next week) doing the hand
holding bit. Is this an item or are they show
biz buddies?? ?....Will "Hooray for Hollywood"
ever open at the Grand? Seems over 4 million,
dollars have been poured into it.. A cast of
125 is on full salary and has been for months.
The three elevators to be used in the production
won't work. The Humane Society is on their
backs about the two dolphins who have been
trained to strip the ESTHER WILLIAMS type
after she dives into a huge aqua tank. Rumors
are that 2 to 3 million is needed to open it.
The old MGM ers could have handled this.
Can the new ones????....

Don't you hassle this week. More on
Las Vegas and Me next week.

every inch of it too. Whether it be a ballad
like "Alone Again, Naturally" or a rousing"Kansas City", the Trask style is where it's
at. She is a winner T And what can you sayabout Danny that hasn't been said' He's
a master with his audience. He sends out
warmth and love and gets it back tenfold.
He's a Joy to watch.

LOUNGE HOP P ING . . . .ROSL YN KIND, in the
Flamingo Lounge, is reaching for her placein the sun. She's BARBRA STREISAND'S
sister and although that sounds like a nice
position, it sometimes can be a pain. Rosalynhas had to fight much harder to get somewhere
and her current stant shows her hard work,
and her current stand shows her hard work.
Her "Sunday" medley, a super exciting version
of "My Funny Valentine' (which should be
recorded as is) and an up "Birth of the Blues"
show a very strong talent. It's only a matter
of time before she reaches the top The
group that followed Roslyn really knocked me
out. I had stayed by accident and I must say
they are a super trip. They are "Tomorrow's
Sunshine", a young, good looking, talented
group of Texans who can do anything. "Boogie
Woogie Bugle Boy", a 60s medley, a tribute
to the Carpenters and even on to SLY AND

J; ) STRIP TRIPPING Made my first trip
;

j
to La Vega in some time and there have

! been some changes. Of course the biggestIs not having the signs lit up because of
the energy crisis. There is no talent crisis
however. Las Vegas still offers the very best

t of the entertainment world and although it
costs a lot more, it's still a trip The double
whammy show was JULIET PROWSE & RICH

'
j LITTLE at the Desert Inn. Juliet is sheer

perfection and her "Bolero" number is the
epitome of the finale for a star. WOW I I

t also loved her "Hollywood Went Latin in the
40s". It's pure camp. Little has definitely
blossomed into the complete performer. His

, i material It tops, his mimicry Is the greatest
i i and his own personality is super DIANA

ROSS held court at Caesar's and her subjectsare treated royally. One of the really greatladles of song, she never disappoints her
audience. She is always in top shape (by the
way, this is the first time that I've seen her
at Caesar's when she wasn't pregnant) and
gives, gives, gives. DAVID BRENNER opened
the show and he is definitely on his way.
Sharp material, a winning delivery and thank
heavens, not a sterotype Vegas comedian. A
funny boy The other top DIANA on the
strip is DIANA TRASK who has Joined the ranks

, ; of the superstars with her 100 billing with
V i DANNY TMOMAS at the Sands. She deserves
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Israelite Ads Pay I

IF YOUR BUSINESS
CANNOT AFFORD TO
ADVERTISE THEN
ADVERTISE IT FOR
SALE IN THE LAS
VEGAS ISRAELITE.
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Just Try Us and See!
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